134	. SCIENTIST IN  RUSSIA
It was intended that the rest of the week should be
occupied in visiting laboratories, but by 19 June the official
programme showed signs of breaking down.   Most of the
delegates, particularly the foreign delegates, wanted to
spend their time talking to specialists in their own subjects:
a soil scientist (for instance) is not satisfied with one hurried
visit to a soil institute; rather than visit other institutes he
prefers to go back to the soil institute for two or three days
running.   The organisers  of the  Celebrations  did not
provide for this, and even added unexpected and important
engagements at very short notice, to a programme which
was already in chaos.   There was rarely time for meals
except breakfast and late supper, and very little time for
sleep.   Nevertheless   the   foreign "delegates   and   Soviet
scientists enjoyed themselves greatly.   Both sides expressed
delight at the-cordial relations which had sprung up so
spontaneously* and  quickly,  and  had  surmounted  the
barriers of language and ideology.   The only people who
seemed anxious were the various 4 shepherds' (ladies from
the Institute of Languages) appointed to look after the
foreign delegates.   The British delegation good-humouredly
christened one of their 4 shepherds* with the nickname
* Worried Winnie \ and went their ways leaving her to do
her best to organise the more docile members of the
delegation.   She had little success.   By the middle of the
week the biochemists, the physiologists, the soil scientists,
the chemists, the palaeontologists, had * got together' and
organised   unofficial   meetings   for   themselves.     These
meetings and the visits to laboratories were, by common
consent, the most important and successful part of the
celebrations.   The leaders of laboratories had made the
most thorough preparations for their visitors.   Everything
was clean and polished and in its right place.   There were
vases of Sowers on the benches.   The walls were lined with
large graphs and diagrams, sometimes in English as well as
Russian.   The members of the staff stood at their places
for days, to attend to visitors.   Many of the scientist

